PARTNER APPLICATIONS

- Minimum partnership arrangement: One society or university press + one academic institution (e.g., library)
- Grants: Up to $100,000 per project per annum
- Multiple projects and multiple years may be proposed within a single application
- Projects may be journals, books, multimodal sites, repositories, software, platform development, etc.
- Applications may include costs for project management; peer-review systems and editorial assistance; copyediting and proofreading; metadata creation and remediation; XML markup; software development or licensing; online design and hosting; ingest, migration, storage, and other archiving costs; marketing; administrative overhead
- Print must be print-on-demand with plan for cost recovery

MINIMAL CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION

- Positive impact on scholarly communication ecosystem (especially increasing access while decreasing costs)
- Collaboration between at least one academic institution and one scholarly society
- Financial transparency of costs and workflow processes associated with publishing operation
- Archiving and preservation plan
- Clear memorandum of understanding between/among partners